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1. Being social requires bigger brains.  
2. Bigger groups require bigger brains
3. Big social groups require an alternative 

to 1-on-1 grooming
4. Laughter & emotional vocalization can be 1 to many
5. Later language (gossip) evolves for sociability 



Piantadosi 
& Kidd, 2015

1. Good parents require big brains.  
2. Bigger brains requires giving birth to more 

helpless babies
3. More helpless babies require better parents



Kristen Hawkes

1. Grandmothers actively invest in their 
children’s children

2. The longer they live the more grandchildren 
they can care for

3. Long lived grandmother pass on their genes, 
including those for longevity



1. A study in rural Gambia found toddlers with 
maternal grandmother were twice as likely 
to survive as those who did not.

2. The presence or absence of a father made no 
difference. 
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What is culture?

“Culture is activity of thought and 
receptiveness to beauty and humane 
feeling. Scraps of information have 
nothing to do with it.”  
Alfred North Whitehead, 1916

“Human beings have a specially 
adapted capacity for sympathy of 
brain activity that drives cultural 
learning.“ 
Colwyn Trevarthen, 2005



“meaning is discovered in playful collaborative friendships, and 
that its discovery is motivated by pleasure in dynamically 
responsive company” - Colwyn Trevarthen, 2005

Copresence & synchrony

Peekaboo



“meaning is discovered in playful collaborative friendships, and 
that its discovery is motivated by pleasure in dynamically 
responsive company” - Colwyn Trevarthen, 2005

Copresence & synchrony

Peekaboo Still face procedure

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOR7jId8wYk


Ellen Dissanayake

“all over the world have developed these nodes of culture 
that we call ceremonies or rituals, which do for their 
members what mothers naturally do for their babies: 
engage their interest, involve them in a shared rhythmic 
pulse, and thereby instill feelings of closeness and 
communion.”
Dissanayake, 2000
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Why are babies happy?
Mihaly C

Karl Friston

Entropic brain - Robin Carhart-Harris 



Scientists are big kids

“… specifying the parallels between cognitive 
development and science not only can help us to 
understand cognitive development, it also can to 
understand science itself. The moral of my story 
is not that children are little scientists but that 
scientists are big children.”
- Alison Gopnik, 1997







https://docs.google.com/file/d/1PxzSjwuokt1mhF86XbqBKP7S0EodB8L1/preview


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1E8sUKv8FRYQNXFB_fw-BcBFIxWVQtYm5/preview


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qs6EKNklDds
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Free energy principle

Karl Friston, 2010

The whole point of life 
is to be less surprised 
over time



Flow – Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PN-MjUC4f9k&t=6











